
HYDRAULIC MULCHERS FOR  
REMOTE CONTROLLED VEHICLES
(35-80 HP)



MAIN FEATURES
ET/M, ET/FM and ET/FX mulchers are built with high-tensile and wear-resistant steels, in working 
width of 130 cm. 

These professional and reliable machines have been designed and manufactured to be operated 
by modern radio-controlled implement carriers with power between 35 and 80 HP.
They can mulch all kinds of vegetation such as grass, bushes, branches and trunks, up to a diameter 
of about 12 cm.

Berti ET/M mulcher is equipped 
with “D” hammer flails type 
(“YB” knives on request).
It is ideal for mulching grass, 
bushes and branches up to 
6-8 cm. diameter.

ET/FM is a compact forestry 
mulcher equipped with a 
double edged 360° swinging- 
hammers rotor.
It is ideal for mulching grass, 
bushes and branches up to 
8-10 cm. diameter.

Hydraulic adjustment 
of rear hood.

Hydraulic guard/push frame
(ET/FM-ET/FX optional)

Hydraulic piston 
motor with built-in 

safety valve

Skids of wear-resistant  steel, 
adjustable in height

ET/FX is a compact forestry 
mulcher equipped with “XF2” 
fixed-tooth rotor type.
It is ideal for mulching 
brushwood, branches and 
trunks up to 12 cm. diameter.



TECHNICAL DATA

MOD. A B C cm n° n° n° l/min bar min max

ET/M 145 92 60 130 20 60 2 50-60 290-300 310 375

MOD. A B C cm n° n° l/min bar min max

ET/FM 145 92 60 130 24 2 50-60 290-300 355 420

MOD. A B C cm n° n° l/min bar min max

ET/FX 145 92 60 130 49 2 50-60 290-300 395 460
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